According to the characteristics of complex system and the synergetic theories, authors establish the order parameters for the primary industry system and the tertiary industry system, using order parameters describing the order degree of industry system, constituting the model assessing the synergy degree of the primary-tertiary complex industry system, analyzing the impact factor of system synergetic development, and studying the synergy degree of primary-tertiary industry system in Dujiangyan City. Studies show that: there is a positive synergy degree in the primary-tertiary industry system in Dujiangyan City, but the synergy degree is low. No efficient synergetic relationship exists between the two industry systems. By means of adjusting the employment structure, focusing on the development of special industries of agriculture, and developing the tertiary industry, especially the tourism industry as the leading industry, we can improve the synergy degree of primary-tertiary industry system.
and farmers" problem. Therefore, based on theories of synergetics in this paper authors establish the order parameters of the primary industry and the tertiary industry to describe the degree of order of the industry system, constitute a model assessing the synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry complex system, and analyze the impact factors affecting the synergy of system, hoping to make up reasonable industrial policies for Dujiangyan City, and driving the synergetic development of the three industries.
Connotations of the synergetic development of the primary-tertiary industry system and theoretical basis

Basic connotations of the synergetic development of the primary-tertiary industry system
The synergetic development of the primary-tertiary industry discussed in this paper means the synergy and coexistence of all sub-industries and industrial components in the industry system. By means of mutual effects, they can form an effective and highly-ordered integration, driving the coordinative development of industries during the self-organizing process, and promoting the rationality of industrial structure.
Theoretical basis: theories of synergetics
Haken. H., a German physicist, founded the science of synergetics in the 70s of 20 th century. He said: the synergy is the mutual coordinative, cooperative, and simultaneous combined effect between lots of sub-systems in one system. It is an inherent express of system integrity and relevance. These sub-systems influence each other by means of exchange of materials, energies, and information, forming an integrity effect or a new structure by means of mutual effects (Haken, H., 1977) . The synergetics focus on the complex system composed by sub-systems by means of complicated ways and mutual effects. These systems generate the synergetic phenomena and the coherence effect by means of nonlinear effect under certain conditions, driving systems to the orderly sate from the disordered state and possessing the function of self-organization. Haken. H. found that the absence of equilibrium is not a necessary condition for the emergence of orderly structure. The key is not whether the thermodynamics is in equilibrium or how far it is from the equilibrium. The key is the "synergetic effect" among sub-systems (Haken, H., 1977) . The theory also points out whether systems experience phase transition or not is determined by the parameters controlled by systems. The phase transition of systems is realized by systems' self-organization. What kind of orders and structures systems would reach depends on the synergetic effect of internal variables as systems are in the critical region. In the vicinity of critical point, the internal variables of systems include slow relaxation variables and fast relaxation variables. Slow relaxation variables, called order parameters, are fundamental, which determine the evolution of systems. For systems from disorderly to orderly, the key is the synergetic effect between order parameters, which determine the features and the laws of systems' evolution (Haken, H., 1983; Haken, H., 1988) . The synergetics emphasizes on the integration of systems. According to theories of synergetics, the "synergy" between sub-systems and components of one system turns the disorderly state into the orderly one, changing the scattered or even contradictory components into the orderly integrated power and form the integral function. Otherwise, there is no way forming the integrated power, or integrated function or benefits (Peng Li, 2005) .
According to the theories of synergetics (Haken, H.) , the self-organizing evolution of industry system is essentially the self-adjustment, re-engineering, and update of industrial structure within the industry system. And the evolution and update of industrial structure is the result of components in the whole economic system, such as materials, information, energies, science & technology, and talents, distributing in each sub-industry-system. Therefore, if any sub-industry-system hopes to develop more orderly, it must be more open and keep in exchanging materials, information, energies, science & technology, and talents with other sub-system. By this way, it can form a structure or possess a function that is more beneficial to the orderly development of the sub-system, so that the sub-system and the whole system can achieve a synergetic development, realizing the optimal economic benefits at the same time.
A model to assess the synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry system
The order-degree model of the primary industry system
In the development of the primary industry system, suppose the order parameters are e 1 =(e 11 , 12 , …, e 1n ), and n≥1,β 1i ≤e 1i ≤α 1i ,i∈ [1, n] . In this paper, the order parameters of the primary industry system could be taken as the indexes evaluating the development of primary industry. Suppose e 11 , 12, …, e 1j are slow relaxation parameters, and the higher their values are, the higher the order degree of the system is, and the smaller their values are, the lower the order degree of the system. Suppose e 1j+1 , 1j+2 , …, e 1n are fast relaxation parameters, and the higher their values are, the lower the order degree of the system is, and the smaller their values are, the higher the order degree of the system. Therefore, define it as follow: Definition 1. The formula represents the order degree of system by the order parameter e 1i of the primary industry system
From the Definition 1, we know that the larger the value of u 1 (e 1j )∈[1, n] is, the bigger the "contribution" of e 1i to the orderly state of the primary industry system. Here we should notice that in practice it is no good for the value of e 1i too big or too small. The best is to center in certain range. For this kind of e 1i , we can adjust the range of value [β 1i ,α 1i ] to make the order degree to fit the Definition 1. In general, the "total contribution" of order parameter e 1i to the order degree of the primary industry system can be realized by the integration u 1 (e 1i ). However, the "integration" rules are determined by the fact that the systems have different structures. To make it simple, in this paper authors process it by geometric mean method:
Definition 2: Take u 1 (e 1 ) defined above as the order degree of the primary industry system. From Definition 2, we know if u 1 (e 1 )∈[0, 1], the larger the u 1 (e 1 ) is, the bigger the "contribution" of e 1 to the order degree of the primary industry system is, and the higher the order degree of the system is, vice verse.
The order-degree model of the tertiary industry system
Similar to the assumption for the order-degree model of the primary industry system, then: Definition 3: The following formula is the order degree of system by the order parameter e 2i of the tertiary industry system.
Definition 4: Take u 2 (e 2 ) defined in the following formula as the order degree of the tertiary industry system. From Definition 4, we know if u 2 (e 2 )∈[0, 1], the larger the u 2 (e 2 ) is, the bigger the "contribution" of e 2i to the order degree of the tertiary industry system is, and the higher the order degree of the system is, vice verse.
The synergy-degree model of the primary-tertiary industry system
The synergy degree of primary-tertiary industry system means the degree of harmony and unity of the primary industry system and the tertiary industry system in the process of independent development and evolvement by means of mutual effects. It determines the tendency and the degree of the primary-tertiary industry system from disorderly to orderly state. Suppose at the initial moment (or certain specific time period) t 0 , the order degree of the primary industry system is u 1 0 (e 1 ), and the order degree of the tertiary industry system is u 2 0 (e 2 ). But at the moment t 1 during the evolvement of the entire primary-tertiary industry system, if the order degree of the primary industry system is u 1 1 (e 1 ), and the order degree of the tertiary industry system is u 2 1 (e 2 ), then:
Definition 5: The synergy degree of sub-systems in the primary-tertiary industry system:
First, for XTD∈ [-1, 1] , the larger the value is, the higher the synergy degree of the entire primary-tertiary industry system is, vice verse. Second, the parameter λ is to judge the synergy direction of the primary industry sub-system and the tertiary industry sub-system. (e 2 )] are larger than zero, the XTD reflects the synergy degree of two sub-systems developing toward low orderly state. As both [u 1 1 (e 1 )-u 1 0 (e 1 )] and [u 2 1 (e 2 )-u 2 0 (e 2 )] are smaller than zero, the XTD reflects the synergy degree of two sub-systems developing toward high orderly state. Fourth, the Definition 5 discusses conditions of two sub-systems. If the order degree of one sub-system rises significantly and the order degree of the other sub-system rises slightly, the entire system can not stay in a good synergetic state. Besides, to master the synergy state of the entire industry system in the changes of order degree is a dynamic analysis process for the entire system.
The empirical study on Dujiangyan City
In order to study the synergy degree of the primary-tertiary complex industry system, we must build a proper index system. According to the self-organization and self-adaptation characteristics of complex system, this paper is based on theories of order parameters from synergetics and theories of dominance, and build a synergy degree model for the primary-tertiary industry system.
Selection of order parameter indexes
The industry order degree reflects the closeness degree of one country or region's industrial structure to the target structure, which can be used to measure the reasonability level of industrial structure. By analyzing the changes of order degree of industrial structure, we can exactly master and judge whether the direction of industrial structure is proper or not (Haibiao Huang & Jun Li, 2008) . If the primary-tertiary complex industry system pursues for synergy development, first of all, the primary industry system and tertiary industry system must realize the orderly development respectively. The components of two industries affect and promote mutually, and effectively drive the local economic development. It can reflect the local industry size and development rate, and the unity of structure, quality, and efficiency. Therefore, the selection of order parameter indexes should make sure that the indexes reflect the development of industries. In this paper, the order parameter indexes of the primary industry are proportions of added value and employers, agricultural products value, forest industry value, poultry industry value, and fishing industry value. The order parameter indexes of the tertiary industry are proportions of added value and employees, tourism industry income, consumption goods retail sales, communication income, finance and insurance, real estate investments, and transportation. Here, the proportion of added value reflects the size and rate of industrial development. The proportion of employers reflects the efficiency and quality of industrial development. And other indexes can reflect the industrial structure and synergy degree.
Data source
Considering the needs of model, data in this paper are mainly from Sichuan Statistical Yearbook, Chengdu Statistical Yearbook, and Dujiangyan City Statistical Report between 2003 and 2008. Because of different targets of the order parameters, original data should be standardized. Use the formula R i =(e ji -ji e )/σ i ,(j=1,2;i =1,2,…,n; ji e is the average; σ i is the standard deviation) to make data standardization. The results are listed in Table 1 .
The calculation of synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry system
(1) The order degree of order parameters of the primary industry system. According to data in Table 1 , we use the formula (1) to calculate the order degree of the primary industry system. Here, the value of β 1i and α 1i is in line with the minimum and the maximum of the sequence. Results are listed in Table 2 . (2) The order degree of order parameters of the tertiary industry system. According to data in Table 1 , we use the formula (3) to calculate the order degree of the tertiary industry system. Here, the value of β 2i and α 2i is in line with the minimum and the maximum of the sequence. Results are listed in Table 3 . (3) The calculation of synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry system. First of all, use formula (2) and (4) to calculate the order degree of primary-tertiary industry system. Results are displayed in Figure 1 and 2. Then, take the order degree of primary industry sub-system and that of tertiary industry sub-system as the intermediate variables, and the year 2003 as the base year. Use the formula (5) to calculate the synergy degree of primary-tertiary complex industry system. See to Figure 3 . Because certain sub-order parameter may make the order degree be 0, authors change this kind of indexes to 0.0001, in order to avoid the emergence of 0 order degree, as we use geometric mean method to calculate the order degree of the entire industry system. Figure 1 shows that from 2003 to 2008, the order degree of the primary industry system is generally rising. In 2007, it fluctuates and decreases slightly, which means the synergetic effect of all order parameters in the system is inefficient. According to the order degree of sub-order parameter of the primary industry system, the order parameter ------the proportion of employees from the primary industry ------develops disorderly, which indicates unreasonable employment structure of the primary industry. Employees in the primary industry continue to decrease, and the decrease does not fit for the needs of primary industry development. Employment structure mainly reflects the development efficiency of one industry. It decreases its contribution to the order degree of the system. It proves that big changes of each order parameter will affect the order degree of the primary industry system. Figure 2 shows that from 2003 to 2007, the order degree of the tertiary industry system is in a fast growing state. In 2008, the order degree of tertiary industry system drops severely. According to the order parameters of the tertiary industry system, the order degrees of all order parameters in 2008 are decreasing. These order parameters affect the contribution ratio from different perspectives. As a result, the order degree of the whole industry system develops toward a reasonable direction. The reason is that Dujiangyan City has suffered from huge earthquake in 2008. All kinds of resources, especially the touring resources, were damaged on different level. Plus, infrastructure and roads collapse. It seriously affects the development of tourism-dominating tertiary industry in Dujiangyan City. Figure 3 shows that the synergy development of the primary-tertiary complex industry system in Dujiangyan City rises firstly and then decreases. From 2004 to 2006, the synergy degree of complex system is generally in a rising state. From 2007, it starts to decline and in 2008 it drops heavily. From Figure 1 and 2, although the order degree of the tertiary industry system is highest in 2007, the low order degree of the primary industry system causes a slight decrease of synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry system. But in 2008 the fast drop of order degree of tertiary industry system causes a huge reduce of synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry system, making the primary-tertiary industry system be in a low-synergetic development state. Generally speaking, the average synergy degree of the primary-tertiary industry system in Dujiangyan City between 2003 and 2008 is only 0.2441, which means the primary-tertiary complex industry system in Dujiangyan City is in a synergetic development, though the synergy degree is low.
Results analysis
Conclusions and suggestions
Based on theories of synergetics, authors constitute a mathematical model and analyze the synergy degree of the primary-tertiary complex industry system in Dujiangyan City. Studies show that the primary-tertiary industry system in Dujiangyan City has a positive synergy degree, but the synergy degree is low, which means there is no efficient synergetic relationship between the two industry systems. Therefore, the employment structure is unreasonable and so does the industrial structure. By analyzing the resources and endowments of Dujiangyan City, we know that special agricultural industries and tourism industry are dominating, especially the tourism industry, which is treated as a leading industry in practice. However, the analysis results do not prove the two industries' contributions respectively to their industry system. 
